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From a start-up to a global player:

In 1987, zenon was created out of a young engineer’s idea 

of replacing programming with parameterizing. Outwardly 

unconditionally communicative, with industry suitability at 

its core rather than as an add-on, and interface-free, zenon 

spans all levels of the automation pyramid. In the space of 30 years, 

COPA-DATA has grown to become the largest independent provider of 

software solutions for industrial automation and the energy industry. 

Owners of the COPA-DATA group, Thomas and Alexander Punzenberger, 

explain the story behind this success.

In the mid-80s, engineer Thomas Punzenberger 
developed test stands at BMW AG. From a programming 
point of view, he always started from a blank sheet of 
paper. This gave him the idea of developing software for 
the evaluation and management of operational data, which 
always remained the same and could be adapted to various 
tasks by means of parameterization. This idea led to the 
foundation of COPA-DATA in 1987 and the development of 
zenon.

What could encourage a 25-year old to leave the safe 
haven of a corporation to plunge into the uncertainty of 
self-employment?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: Alongside the attraction 
of being able to implement my idea free from the 
bureaucratic shackles of a corporation, I had something 
that gave me security: the certainty that my idea was right 
and that the software product, as I envisaged it, would 
undoubtedly appeal to many grateful buyers.

How did COPA-DATA begin?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: After its foundation, 
COPA-DATA acquired its first “headquarters”, a small 
apartment in the Salzburg district of Lehen. Since you need 
to live on something, we survived initially by means of 
freelance programming and PC trading. Two years passed 
after having the idea before we started programming the 

first lines of code by night. My brother Alexander had 
been on board since the start of 1988, adding a commercial 
distribution way of thinking to the company to go alongside 
my technical perspective.

What is behind the names COPA-DATA and zenon?
ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: COPA-DATA stands 
for computer-aided process automation and data processing. 
At the time, I came across the paradoxes of the Greek 
philosopher Zenon of Elea. He claimed that existence in 
itself is indivisible, eternal and unchangeable, although 
perception suggests something else. This accurately 
describes the development goals of a comprehensive 
software product for the management of all production 
processes, whether discrete or continuous, and for its 
visualization using devices from a large screen to a 
smartphone.

What setbacks were there in the early days?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: Software such as zenon 
cannot be developed overnight, in fact it took two years 
until version 1 appeared at the end of 1991. Six months 
later, the customer for whom we’d been freelancing went 
bankrupt. We had been planning on it marketing zenon 
in Germany for us, and – worse – its subsequent payment 
defaults prevented the regular repayment of loans we’d 
taken out to finance the development of zenon. The same 



banks that today deal with us in such a friendly manner 
took a great deal of persuading at that time before we 
prevented ourselves from being brought in front of the 
bankruptcy judge.

How did COPA-DATA make the breakthrough?
ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: We knew that 
moving forward was the only option. At the time of the 
customer bankruptcy, we had two customers – an aluminum 
smelter and a mill supplier – with demonstrable efficiency 
gains from zenon installations. The concept of easy-to-
use software with open architecture, simple interfaces 
and well-thought-out ergonomics in the engineering and 
runtime system impressed engineers like Werner Kropf, 
whose company Prozesstechnik Kropf is still an important 
implementation partner for COPA-DATA today.

THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: Kropf brought us 
our first bulk purchaser in the shape of beverage plant 
manufacturer KRONES. It integrated zenon in its filling 
line equipment. The visualization was carried out on a 21” 
plasma display, which was gigantic in those days. We first 
had to develop a Windows touch driver as well as a driver for 
the protocol 3964R for the connection of two PLCs. We very 
quickly built up a small pool of regular customers. Some of 
these included BMW for building technology applications 
and VA Tech SAT in the energy industry.

How did you grow that small pool?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: zenon grew despite 
the contradictory requirements of these customers from 
varying industries, fundamentally in contrast to many 
other software products. This demonstrates clearly how 
zenon can be the comprehensive solution for many fields.

From the sta r t , COPA-DATA has consi stent ly 
re l ied on PC a rch itec ture and Windows.

Windows sof tware can be long-last ing: th i s 
zenon insta l lat ion was in use at a Bavar ian 
beverage manufac turer for 20 yea rs.

Today ’s zenon vers ions a re operable, consi stent 
and compat ible on many plat forms.Alexander Punzenberger, Manag ing Di rec tor, 

COPA-DATA CEE / ME:
“zenon’s development cont inues to fa l l under 
the mot to ‘s impler – faster – sa fer ’. So fa r we 
have f requent ly ant ic ipated developments , 
and we w i l l cont inue to do so.”

Eng ineer T homas Punzenberger, 
Founder and Manag ing 

Di rec tor, Ing. Punzenberger 
COPA-DATA GmbH:

“COPA-DATA belongs ent i re ly 
to our fami l ies. In th i s way 

we can ac t qu ick ly and 
independent ly in product 
development and market 

cu lt ivat ion to stay ahead of 
the compet it ion and fur ther 

safeguard our g row th.”



ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: When SAT 
became involved with COPA-DATA in 1995, this contributed 
significantly to the stabilization and safeguarding of the 
future of the company. If you want to put it in context: at 
the time we felt we were out of the woods.

Nevertheless, does COPA-DATA have more than one 
product today?
ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: Retaining all 
important functionalities in a single, comprehensive 
product with zenon has always differentiated us from the 
competition and has, in fact, contributed considerably 
to our success. Yet, in some cases it was better to group 
certain functionalities independent of product. However, 
we always did this by safeguarding full compatibility and 
consistency; everything in one product, in one editor.

THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: An example was 
zenon for Windows CE during the late 1990s, for which we 
imported the handhelds ourselves from the USA. Today, the 
Everywhere App by zenon functions on customer-owned 
devices with Android, iOS and Windows Phone. In 2002, 
we collaborated with the French start-up COPALP, which 
today is COPA-DATA France, and as a result obtained the 
Soft PLC straton, which today is an open standard product 
called zenon Logic. Finally, in 2008 we decided to create our 
own Business Intelligence System called zenon Analyzer to 
independently analyze processes from the data generating 
systems.

As regards being independent: COPA-DATA appears 
to be the only provider that does not belong to a 
corporation. Is that the case?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: Yes, that’s right. Since 
we bought back all external shareholdings in 2006, COPA-
DATA belongs entirely to the two of us and our families. 
This includes COPA-DATA France which has been entirely 
taken over in the meantime. In this way we can act quickly 
and independently in product development and market 
cultivation to stay ahead of the competition and further 
safeguard our growth.

ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: Although 
a group can provide stability to its member companies, I 
consider security in groups to be overvalued. If financial 
controllers in corporate headquarters are not keen on 
something then it can be scrapped very quickly. If we had 
acted like most groups today with respect to the setbacks in 
the beginning, we would still be in employment and neither 
COPA-DATA nor zenon would exist.

Despite this independence is COPA-DATA tied to 
partners?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: In 2003, we moved into 
our current company building with 27 employees, today 

over 140 people work here. In addition there are many 
colleagues in our foreign subsidiaries. Such growth cannot 
be achieved alone. COPA-DATA has an extensive partner 
community and has been a Microsoft partner since 2005. As 
such, we receive swift access to all information and current 
developments. We can pass this leading edge directly on 
to our customers, e.g. using the MS Azure cloud platform.

ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: In addition to 
the openness of our software, many of our partners value the 
openness of COPA-DATA, the last remaining independent 
‘bulk’ provider of such software. This is shown in our many 
partnerships with companies that integrate our products in 
their solutions, like Sprecher Automation, as well as those 
that have incorporated zenon in their solutions portfolios 
under their own designation, such as Siemens with SICAM 
230 or, since 2016, ABB with ABB zenon.

What can we look forward to from COPA-DATA in the 
future?
THOMAS PUNZENBERGER: Despite the emergence 
of OPC UA, which I very much welcome, the importance 
of a system like zenon – which governs universal, open yet 
secure communication with and at all levels of industrial 
automation – will not change so quickly. Some of the 
challenges are already on the table but are not yet fully 
understood or appreciated by the broader public, such as a 
gigantic flood of data or the security issue that shows new 
facets every day.

ALEXANDER PUNZENBERGER: 

zenon’s development continues to fall under the motto 
‘simpler – faster – safer’. So far we have frequently 
anticipated developments, and we will continue to do so. 
Always in the interests of even more effective, efficient and 
convenient operation. You can count on us to come up with 
a lot of things.

The interview with Thomas and 
Alexander Punzenberger was publ ished 
in the Austr ian trade journal x-technik 
AUTOMATION by the publ ishing house 
x-technik IT & Medien GmbH in May 2017.


